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“Social media is used by no fewer than
2.8 billion people and within that population
many users are on multiple social networks.”
(Source: Hubspot)

Social media is no longer just a way to catch up with friends and share hilarious cat
memes. Millions of us turn to social media for news, information, entertainment,
connection, advice and inspiration every day. With its widespread acceptance,
businesses are wading into the social media fray; amongst those updates and
candid pics from friends and family (and the aforementioned cat memes) brands
and businesses are now vying for our limited attention and affection.
Today’s sophisticated platforms boast huge networks of followers, and as they
generate valuable data and provide the lucrative attention that these advertisers
crave, social media companies are increasingly dedicated to create more powerful
tools and content to keep everyone habitually glued to their feeds. With so many
people spending their time in social media and the tools needed to use these
platforms getting better and better, your business can’t afford to ignore this space.
We know that strong online reputation is key to potential customers finding you,
trusting you, and purchasing from your business; social media is not only a
valuable part of the buying process however. Though contemporary consumers
critique the social media profiles of the businesses from which they buy, they also
interact directly with them in the social space. This interaction can help not only with
decision making, but also with customer retention, loyalty, and ultimately evangelism.
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Now that social media is less an unknown frontier and more the market square, it’s
critical that we know where our customers are, and that we are present with an
impressive profile at the ready. This awareness can keep our businesses top of mind
when customers, or their friends, followers and fans are in need of printing or
embroidery.
To the end of preparing you for the social marketplace, the DecoNetwork team
created this handbook to inspire you to claim your space in social media while making
sure to get the most out of your efforts.
Now, let’s get social!

Erich Campbell

RELATIONSHIP MANAGER

Ammber Doyle

DESIGN & MARKETING COORDINATOR
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Step 1:
KNOW YOURSELF, KNOW YOUR WORK, KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE

Prepare yourself before you start publishing those awesome posts. For the best
impact, you’ll need to identify the customers you want to attract and what you have
to offer. With the answers to these questions, you can start to craft an idea of the
value you can provide and who is most likely to see the benefit of your offerings.
Take time to visualize the audience you currently possess and the audience you want
to address; this knowledge will make crafting your content and choosing the channel
on which to post that much easier.

Jot down your responses to
the following:
- Who do you enjoy working with?
- What industries are thriving in your area?
- What markets do your products/services best suit?
- What types of customers do you serve well?
- Who are your most loyal customers & advocates?
- What types of orders are the most profitable?
- What types of customers bring regular orders?
- What types of orders are the least problematic?
- What differentiates you from other decorators?
- What jobs do your competitors turn away due to
turnaround time, equipment, volume, etc. that you
could fulfill?
- What are your interests outside of your business?
- What industry organizations could you partner with,
i.e. to refer work to you or share your content?
- What do your customers love about you?
- What questions do new customers continually ask?
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Market segments to consider

CORPORATE

DESIGN

HOSPITALITY

Uniforms, workwear
and promo products
for businesses and
government agencies.

Fashion brands, retailers,
photographers, illustrators,
artists, design agencies
and more!

Bars, restaurants, cafés,
food trucks, coffee vans,
wineries, breweries, hotels,
and more!

EVENTS

HEALTH & FITNESS

COMMUNITY GROUPS

Festivals, conferences,
fundraisers, concerts,
seminars, launches,
tradeshows and more!

Sports teams, gyms,
CrossFit, marathons,
club uniforms, dance
and more!

Churches, charities, cultural,
special interest, activitists,
political parties
and more!

EDUCATION

TOURISM

ENTERTAINMENT

Daycare centers, schools,
colleges, universities for
uniforms, graduations,
events, sports and more!

Local tourist attractions,
parks, zoos, museums,
souvenirs, theme parks,
landmarks and more!

Movies, TV, musicians,
bands, theater, circus,
parades, fairs, gaming,
radio and more!
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Step 2:
RESEARCH, IDENTIFY, BUILD, AND REINFORCE

Get to know your target markets and your competition better by researching their
social media activities. At first, you’ll want to have some kind of personal profile on
many social sites just so you can do research; resist the urge to make business
profiles until you are ready to roll out content and respond to messages.
For now, restrict your efforts to initial fact-finding and don’t limit yourself to public
pages and streams; interest-based public and private groups on Facebook and
LinkedIn provide targeted groups so that you can get opinions and trends in your
research as well as networking and referrals once you are operating at full capacity.
You can find groups to serve everyone including entrepreneurs, fellow decorators,
fitness enthusiasts, music lovers and music makers, designers, and any number of
special interest groups whose activities make them devotees of decorated apparel
and accessories.

Potential Customers: Steps to
Building Relationships
- Run searches related to your processes and
offerings: answer questions on posts where people
ask about the kind of decorating you do. Becoming a
SME (subject matter expert) on social channels
makes you a natural choice for the kind of work
about which you teach.
- Follow their profiles: Their posts are a great window
into what they may need, and your name and profile
will show up in their feeds.
- Like and comment on posts that you genuinely
enjoy or are relevant to you and/or your business.
- Monitor their posts for specific opportunities that
can benefit from decorated products, such as
Social Media Handbook for decorators | DecoNetwork.com
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events, fundraisers, expansions, projects, launches
or new ranges they are working on. Be careful not to
sell too often or with too much enthusiasm. Offer
when (and only when) you know you can provide a
valuable service.

Current Customers: Reinforce
Relationships
- Follow them if you aren’t already. They are more
than likely to follow back.
- Personally congratulate them on milestones and
wins; remember, ‘Social’ is the active word when we
are talking about ‘Social Media’
- Like, comment on, and share relevant posts.
Encourage customers to share pics of themselves
wearing something you printed and to tag you in to
receive a discount on their next order. Note: be sure
not to share if your customer is a reseller who
doesn’t want you revealed as their source.
- Take note of customers who have a strong
following and presence for possible cross-promotion
or influencer opportunities. Their social capital is
well worth extra promotional garments or other
perks. Surprise them with a decorated gift item to
ensure their delight; it’s bound to be shared if they
are constantly pushing for social content.
- Observe their content for opportunities that may
require decorated products.

Competitors: Research their
Reach
- Follow their streams; watch for promotions & press.
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- Evaluate their work to spark your own content
ideas.
- See what types of posts earn the most likes, shares
and comments.
- Note what they do well; Is this something you
should improve in your business, or can you avoid
this space and do something different and unique?
- Learn from their failings, negative reviews,
comments, and poorly attended posts; what could
your business do that your competition doesn’t?

Step 3:
CHOOSING YOUR CHANNELS

Now that you’ve got a sense of the customers with which you’d like to connect and
what they are doing in the social media world, It’s time to choose the channels where
you’ll connect and converse.

Consider the following before
you choose:
- The age, location, gender, occupation, values, goals,
buying habits and interests of your target customers
- Where your current and target customers spend
their time (online, work and free time)
- What goals you need to meet: e.g. brand
awareness, increasing leads, building a community,
networking, reducing customer service calls, etc.
- If you’re already using social media and are
reevaluating your choice of channels, which
platforms have given you the most returns so far?
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- What channel(s) best suit the type of content you’ll
be posting, e.g. photos, videos, tips, conversation
starters, news, etc.

These factors will help you decide where to spend your social media time. At the
beginning, you’ll select 1 or 2 channels in which to consistently post and monitor,
rather than spread yourself too thin. If you’ve already dabbled in social, check the
analytics offered by each channel to see which one is bringing the most
engagement, click throughs and followers in your target markets.
But remember, if you haven’t been consistent with your efforts thus far, that these
numbers probably don’t reflect what you can expect when you ‘show up’ every day.
Let’s explore the most effective and popular platforms by apparel decorators and
their customers to help you finalize your decision making process.

Facebook
If you only have time for one platform, Facebook is a good bet. Hands-down,
Facebook has the largest user base. Moreover, when you expand into advertising,
Facebook allows for a hyper-targeted focus. Longer posts can work, but don’t forget
to add eye-catching images and video. If you want to address your audience directly,
Facebook live videos are an excellent option as they roll directly and automatically
into posted Facebook video.
Ideal platform for: website referral traffic, news, entertainment and video content.
Best practices: Ask questions to invite conversation, keep hashtags to a minimum,
include links where relevant to drive traffic to your site, include photos and video to
increase engagement, keep posts short and specific, post regularly (1-2 times/day is
ideal). Make sure you’re set up as a Business Page rather than a personal profile so
that you can be properly categorized and gain access to the analytics and extra tools.
Decorators making the most of Facebook: @ohboyprintshop @pizzapartyprinting
@printedthreads @monsterpressstudio @UpstateMerch @uberprints @apparelbytwistedj
@thetshirtmill @theprintbar
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Instagram
Instagram is a natural fit for the decoration industry, particularly with younger
audiences. Its visual nature makes it perfect for showcasing samples of your work
and allows you to share quick, behind the scenes process posts whether in images
or on video. Their ‘Stories’ tool allows you to share live to your followers. Being that
it is owned by Facebook and integrates well, it allows for highly targeted
advertising campaigns.
Ideal platform for: visual content such as static images, videos or a series of
images (galleries), reaching target markets such as athletes, foodies, designers,
photographers, artists and fashion brands through the use of hashtags,
researching trends and great for discovering brands.
Best practices: use hashtags to increase reach but stay relevant to the image, your
shop, location and your target markets; have a consistent style with your images
by using only 1 or 2 filters and fonts; make good use of the profile link as you
cannot link in the caption.
Decorators making the most of Instagram: @jupmode @culturestudio @dapperink
@emulsionprinthouse @littlemountainprint @princeinkco @superspecialscreenprinting
@pacificapparel_ @properprintshop @senecapress @garmentdecor @atelierbangbang
@americaniconny @superiorink @awesomemerch @asmallprintshop @blackwaterstudios
@555stickers @3rdrailclothing @tinyfishprinting @deluxescreenprinting @realthread
@palmteesprinting @milk_embroidery @aisle6ix @threadbird @sublimation.kitchen
@forwardprinting @camaloonam @industryprintshop

Twitter
Twitter makes more sense for engagement rather than just posting. Monitoring
and engaging on a Twitter search on a relevant keyword or hashtag allows you to
directly address a market in real time; answering questions and offering value
instills trust and brings people back to your other social media streams and
conventional websites.
Ideal platform for: news, conversation, retweeting and content curation, promoting
blog posts and linking to your website, seeing what hot topics are trending, using
hashtags to increase reach and discover content.
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Twitter, cont.
Best practices: use 1-2 hashtags, incorporate visuals, avoid auto posting from
Instagram - the image does not appear and text may be cut off, tag in partners or
customers where relevant, shorten link url’s. When engaging, search for a relevant
keyword to your decoration methods or products, answer questions or offer advice.
Decorators making the most of Twitter: @motifmarketing @UpstateMerch
@outstandingb @tinyfishprints @uberprints @AwesomeMerch @StCroixPrint @Printful
@OUTLOUDpromosc @printedthreads @TraxlerPrinting @nwcustomapparel @threadbird
@Entripy @blackwaterink @RushOrderTees @KongScreenPrint @Printsome @UGP
@GarmentPrinting @RIGHTSLEEVE @UltrapressHQ

Pinterest
The perfect platform for discovering and saving (pinning) images to a themed
board. For 'gift' and personalization shops, Pinterest is a natural extension of your
market, often used for research when planning events, parties, and saving gift ideas.
Ideal platform for: storing inspirational images, and gathering inspiration for
projects such as weddings, recipes, craft, interiors, beauty, fashion, travel & events.
Decorators making the most of Pinterest: Into the Wild Screen Printing |
Queenstown Screen Printing | Superluxe Screen Printing | AcmePrints Screen Printing
Dirty Squeegee Screen Printing | Paw Prints Screen Printing LLC | Awesome Merchandise |
Heart Mind Soul Screen Printing

LinkedIn
Of paramount importance for B2B and contract decorators. LinkedIn requires a
focused, professional approach to your traditional social media posts, but it also
offers you a publishing format for full length articles that's not tied into the Google
search world, so you can repurpose posts and use them to open doors with
business contacts without SEO penalization for duplicate content.
Ideal platform for: professional networking, business to business marketing,
industry and business-related articles, sharing blog posts.
Best practices: Keep posts professional and focused on offering value and usable
tips, make sure not to ‘sell’ too much as this is a business-focussed channel, and
make use of trade and local groups to increase the spread of your content.
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This eBook has been brought to you by:

YOUR COMPLETE TOOLKIT TO MANAGE
YOUR PRINT & EMBROIDERY SHOP

Want to learn more about how DecoNetwork
can revolutionize your business?
Visit www.deconetwork.com
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FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

TWITTER

LINKEDIN

PINTEREST

SOCIAL SHARING
WITH LARGEST
FOLLOWING

SOCIAL SHARING
PHOTOS AND
VIDEOS

MICRO BLOGGING
SITE WITH LIMIT
OF 140 CHARACTERS

BUSINESS ORIENTED
SOCIAL NETWORKING
SITE

SOCIAL SITE
THAT IS ALL
ABOUT DISCOVERY

1.94 BILLION

700 MILLION

328 MILLION

500 MILLION

175 MILLION

USERS

USERS

USERS

USERS

USERS

75%

83%

26%

38%

24%

25%

31%

27%

17%

45%

MEN

WOMEN

MEN

WOMEN

MEN

WOMEN

MEN

WOMEN

MEN

WOMEN

AGE
18-29 88%

AGE
18-29

59%

AGE
18-29 36%

AGE
18-29 34%

AGE
18-29

36%

20-49 84%

20-49

33%

20-49

23%

20-49

33%

20-49

34%

50-64

72%

50-64

18%

50-64

21%

50-64

24%

50-64

28%

65+

62%

65+

8%

65+

10%

65+

20%

65+

16%

BEST TIMES TO POST
9AM, 1PM, 3PM

BEST TIMES TO POST BEST TIMES TO POST BEST TIMES TO POST
2AM, 8-9AM, 5PM 12PM, 3PM, 5PM, 6PM 7-8AM, 12PM, 5-6PM

BEST TIMES TO POST
2PM, 9PM, 2AM

BEST DAYS TO POST
THURS, FRI, SAT, SUN

BEST DAYS TO POST
MON, THURS

BEST DAYS TO POST
SAT, SUN

SHARED IMAGE SIZE

SHARED IMAGE SIZE

1200 PX X 630 PX

1080 PX
X 1080 PX

CAPTION LENGTH
40-80 characters ideal

CAPTION LENGTH

BEST DAYS TO POST
WED

BEST DAYS TO POST
TUES, WED, THURS

IN-STREAM IMAGE SIZE status update / blog status update / blog

1024 PX X 512 PX
(2:1 ratio)

698 PX X 400 PX

600 px wide
(scaled height)

CAPTION LENGTH

CAPTION LENGTH

description LENGTH

125-150 characters ideal 100-120 characters ideal 50-100 characters ideal
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Step 4:
OPTIMIZE YOUR PROFILE

No matter which channel you choose, make it easy for customers to find all the
essential information they need from you. Provide a link to your website, up-to-date
contact details, a bio, a brief description of the services you offer, display a profile
pic (such as your logo) and a nice cover image. Don’t forget to display links to your
social pages on your website, emails and printed marketing material.

StitchNinja
@stitchninja

Step 5:
CREATING COMPELLING CONTENT

Always consider the channel you are using and tailor your messaging and imagery
to suit. It may save time to create one post and blast it across all of your channels,
but one size doesn’t fit all in social media, any more than it does in apparel. Keep in
mind that your audience is on a particular platform for the sort of media that suits
the channel best; make sure to format your posts natively and add captions,
hashtags, links, images or videos in the way that each platform natively handles well.
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Initially, try posting on the recommended days and times as shown in our infographic
on page 13. You can experiment until you have some data on the optimum times to
reach your followers. If you lack time to create content daily, scheduling tools like
those available in Buffer or Hootsuite, among others, can allow you to schedule posts
for the week in a single sitting. You can also enlist a member of your team on the
shop floor who is savvy with social to take charge of this for you. That said, you
must make sure, no matter how you schedule or who you nominate to help, that
questions asked via social media channels are quickly answered. You must be
responsive.

Content ideas
Inspire - show you care about what you do and the
people and industries with which you work
- Profiles or interviews of your favorite clients
- Creative tagging, packaging, or other finishing ideas
- Merchandising ideas, e.g. branded cap, bag, shirt,
drink bottle and hoodie combo.
- Exciting new products, e.g. our favorite new t-shirt
styles for 2017
- Share customer’s photos of products you decorated
in use
- An inspirational quote that would appeal to your
target market(s)
- Throwback to some of your all-time favorite
decorated pieces
- Share your business story, vision, purpose or values
- Trend reports for garment styles, graphics, fonts,
techniques, color palettes, etc.
- For Pinterest, create boards to a design theme, print
or embroidery technique, or packaging and
presentation concepts.
- Testimonials
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Delight - show your personality, be a source of joy
- Fun video tour of your shop
- Happy customer picking up their order
- Local landmarks: tag your location to attract locals
- Give a local business, group, team or charity a
shout out and tag them
- Fun asides: Contests, quizzes and funny memes
(relevant to your audience), e.g. if your target market
is the music industry, partner with a local music
store to offer a prize of gear plus a decorated merch
package OR each week give away a free t-shirt by
shooting it in a unique local spot and have your
followers guess the location + tag a friend
- Show your shop pooch or kitty
- A feel good thank you post to your customers for
their support
Inform - share important announcements, give
value, build trust and demonstrate your expertise
- Videos of your processes such as relabelling,
shooting a screen, creating a logo, mixing an ink or
executing an interesting design on-press
- Team member profiles
- Answer FAQ’s and common misconceptions: e.g.
Did you know? Our most popular men’s t-shirt styles
are (list them) OR What is digitizing?
- Promotional offers, such as free setup, free
shipping or package deals
- Samples of jobs you’ve recently completed
- Holiday hours or closures
- Events you’re hosting or attending
- News about your business, such as milestones,
employee anniversary, expansions, introduce new
team members, moving premises, adding new
equipment or services, etc.
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- Comparisons, e.g. DTG vs screen printing,
discharge vs plastisol, foiling vs metallic ink or sew
in tags vs printed tags
- Tips that demonstrate your expertise, such as how
to supply production-ready artwork or how to
incorporate specialty inks into your design
- Share or create content that solves common
problems faced by your target market like tips for
starting an online store, taking beautiful product
shots, how to rock your band merchandise, starting a
t-shirt label, how to start an activewear brand, social
media tips for fashion lines, how to raise funds for a
cause with branded merchandise, etc. This could be
in the form of an infographic, a series of posts or
extracts and links to a full blog post or eBook
download.

Step 6:
MONITOR AND MODERATE

Social media isn’t just about attracting new leads but also understanding your
existing customers. You have a distinct opportunity to find out how you can serve
them better. Listening to what is being said about your shop allows you to
acknowledge and share positive feedback as well as resolve issues or respond to
negative feedback. Check each platform regularly for comments, mentions and
direct messages so that you don’t miss these golden opportunities.
Monitoring your competitors is also great research and as mentioned earlier,
monitoring current and potential customers can uncover opportunities to capitalize
on such as a project, release, event, fundraising campaign, new range, etc.
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Analytics
After a month or two you’ll have built up some data
that you can delve into via the analytics each platform provides. This data provides an overview of
how your efforts are tracking, such as times to post,
demographics of your followers, posts gaining the
most and least engagement, and more. With this in
mind, you can refine your future content to maximize engagement. Regularly check your analytics
as the results can vary as your following grows, with
platform changes, times of the year, etc.

Being responsive
When a potential customer reaches out to you, you
must be ready to respond, as quickly and completely as you can. This may seem like common sense,
but it isn’t a common practice. When you take the
time to answer quickly and completely, it tells the
customer that you care about their business. Your
responsiveness may be their first chance to measure how much you care. Make it a daily habit to
check for and respond to comments and messages
on each channel. For further tips on responsive
customer service view the full blog post here.

Boosting organic reach
To create an enjoyable and relevant news feed for
their users, each platform uses algorithms to rank
the content. Most of us follow lots of friends, family,
work colleagues, businesses and brands so it
makes sense that our inundated news feeds are
filtered, that way we don’t miss the content most
relevant to us. The challenge we face is to cut
through the noise and to ensure the content we’re
taking the time to produce is seen. But it all starts
with posting engaging and valuable content.
Social Media Handbook for decorators | DecoNetwork.com
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Strategies to help you rise to
the top of the news feed:
- Invite your team, partners, customers and friends to
follow your shop and to like, comment and share.
- Encourage customers to share posts wearing or
using your decorated apparel and to tag you in.
Mention this in a follow-up email, on the packing slip
or a flyer in their parcel/box.
- Publish posts on the optimum days and times for
your audience (refer to our infographic as a guide
and check your analytics).
- Use relevant hashtags to increase reach (for
Twitter and Instagram in particular).
- Use images or videos for visual appeal.
- Try boosting posts with a paid advertising campaign, particularly where the post invites them to
take an action (such as click through to your website;
a sale, competition or special offer) or when the post
targets a particular niche.
- Be creative, fun and entertaining in the way you
present your shop.
- Don’t just be a promotional billboard. If the posts
are all about you and your shop’s offerings, your
audience will start tuning out.
- Show your support for others by shining the
spotlight on your customers, your team, your favorite
local businesses, suppliers and your community as
well as your craft.
- Tap into your audience’s emotional triggers by
sharing a heartwarming story, something funny or
inspiring,
- Try something fun and interactive such as a live
video, poll, quiz, webinar, survey or competition.
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Handy Tools and Apps
Canva - for design templates tailored to each platform like promo banners, sales or holidays
Buzzsumo - for finding influencers by industry and content curation by topic
Mention - for monitoring mentions of your business name online
Unsplash, Stocksnap - for gorgeous, free stock images
Crowdfire - identify and unfollow inactive accounts, accounts not following you back & more.
Google Analytics - for tracking the results of your social efforts via website visits
Giphy - a free stock library of fun gif’s to accompany your posts.
Boomerang - for fun gif-like video posts for Instagram.
Repost - for sharing Instagram images to your page from other galleries. Repost adds their
logo on the image for you and be sure to tag them in to say thanks and credit them. It is also
good practice to ask permission before sharing another account’s image.
Hootsuite, Buffer, Sprout - all in one social media management tools to monitor, schedule,
posts and measure results.
Bitly - for shortening lengthy url links in your captions (especially for Twitter).
Tags for likes - to see what hashtags are popular and trending for Instagram.
Wordswag - handy app for adding text or your logo over a photo or for text only posts such
as motivational quotes.
Photoscan - app for taking photos of photos with your phone. Cuts out the glare on printed
photos, posters, flyers, magazines or film.

Leaving an impression
If you take the time to follow through on these tips, tricks, and inspirational ideas,
you’ll have the best chance of making social media work for your business.
Remember; followings aren’t built in a day, it takes consistent effort to build your
social media following. If you keep in mind that every experience a customer has with
you and your company is part of your brand, you’ll understand just how critical social
media can be to your business. Now, get out there, show up every day, and be the
stunning representative of your unique brand, in social media and everywhere.
Your new ‘tribe’ will thank you with trust, and best of all, with their business.
Social Media Handbook for decorators | DecoNetwork.com
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What our customers say
Over 80,000 stores in 30 countries trust DecoNetwork to power their
shop and/or ecommerce. Here is what just a few of our awesome customers
have to say about DecoNetwork.

“The DecoNetwork platform has
been a pivotal part of our online
business. Having a great partner
-ship and foundation have proven
to be a perfect marriage and has
allowed our business to rapidly
expand without losing any sort of
functionality in the platform.”

“The flexibility, power and features
provided by DecoNetwork have
allowed us to build and develop
the website we have always
envisioned but were unable to
achieve with our previous
software platforms.”

Rick Hamilton, My Custom Tees

Zhen, Tee Junction

“Our screen-printing business
runs on Deconetwork. Everything
we do: quotes, art approvals,
orders, scheduling, customer
correspondence and shipping
confirmations is all done through
the best part of Deconetwork
- Business Hub.”

“I just wanted to share how pleased
we have been with DecoNetwork.
We redesigned the Teeki Hut website
last January and we are thrilled to say
that our online sales doubled in one
year! We couldn’t be happier. Now
we are hoping to double that
number again this year!”

Tom Vann, Tommy's T-Shirt Factory

Denise, Teeki Hut

Want to learn more about how DecoNetwork can revolutionize
your business? Visit deconetwork.com or call Client Services
United States: Tel 855-DECONET (855 332 6638 within USA) / International call: +1 562-320-8771
Australia: Tel +61 2 9099 8077 | United Kingdom: Tel +44 1382 755 002
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